
FACULTY OF INFORMATION AND MEDIA STUDIES, University of Western Ontario 

LIS 9201: CLASSIFICATION AND INDEXING FALL 2012  A. HITCHENS  

PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENT  

Due: Friday Dec. 7, 2012 (by e-mail)   Weight: 30 % of your final mark 

For each of the following 4 items: 

a. Subject analysis: in your own words state what the item is about (1-2 sentences) 
b. List what sources you used to find out what the item is about (e.g. title, abstract, 

read/viewed the whole item, "about" page, comments, Wikipedia, etc.). Briefly explain 
which source(s) was the most useful and why? 

c. List the key words or phrases you will use to help you begin your search for subject 
headings and classification numbers. 

d. For classification you need to have an idea of academic discipline before you look for a 
number. State the broad academic discipline(s) that you think this item relates to (e.g. 
political science, finance, chemistry, civil engineering, etc.) and why (1-2 sentences). 

e. List and describe any special aspects of the item or its topic that need to be considered 
when assigning classification and subjects (e.g. audience, time period, geographic 
place, person/corporate body, form, genre, intent of the author, slant, multi-topic work, 
multi-element work, etc.) 

f. Provide a full LCC call number and a DDC class number and LC subject headings. 
g. Were there any aspects of the item or the topic that you were unable to bring out?  Did 

you encounter any challenges during the process? Give an explanation for each in 
paragraph form: 

a. when assigning the LCC class number? 
b. when assigning the DDC class number? 
c. when assigning the LC subject headings? 
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3. Uncrate http://uncrate.com/ 
 

4. Animated GIFs: The Birth of a Medium http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vuxKb5mxM8g 
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